We are now Refinitiv, formerly the Financial and Risk business of Thomson Reuters. We’ve set a bold course for the future – both ours and yours – and are introducing our new brand to the world.

As our brand migration will be gradual, you will see traces of our past through documentation, videos, and digital platforms.

Thank you for joining us on our brand journey.
Commodities Production, Trading and Brokerage

SEEK MORE
More commodities information in more usable forms, more quickly

Changing commodities markets create new opportunities. With Thomson Reuters Eikon, you will see further, know earlier and act quicker – so you can seize those opportunities.

From news to analysis, from exchange-traded and OTC prices to specialist industry data, from fundamentals to forecasts, it brings together all the information you need in a single intuitive desktop.

You can quickly grasp exactly where the market is and where it is likely to go – and act with confidence.

HARNESS THE POWER OF NEWS
Wherever there is production, processing or consumption, we have specialist journalists on the ground to give you the inside track.

Here and in the growth economies, demand for commodities is exploding: Thomson Reuters has a long history in these regions and an unrivalled reputation for independence. We have earned trust – we can uncover insights and bring you them in advance of the competition.

So in regions where transparency is still an issue, you get more information and more clarity.

That extends to political and macroeconomic news that affects commodities prices more now than ever before.

FIND TRUSTED INSIGHTS IN A COMPLEX WORLD
Our journalists are bound to a code of rigorous factual reporting – but our columnists have the license to go further. Metals, agriculture and energy columnists provide independent forward-looking commentary and detailed technical analysis of the key commodities markets. Their observations are supported by price data, analytics and graphics – to give you deeper insight and context.
RESEARCH & FORECASTS
Take intelligent views of future pricing levels, with rigorously researched and timely numbers on the key drivers of supply and demand, plus expert analysis.

For each major asset class, we have experienced teams of experts providing analysis and forecasts that enable you to take profitable positions early.

With innovative use of technology, thorough multi-layered research and physical presence at key points of production, each of our teams has established a record of successful research & forecasting and accurate, meaningful commentary.

QUICKLY GRASP THE FUNDAMENTALS
Save time, costs and reduce operational risk.

For each asset class, we integrate data from multiple sources so you don’t have to. While others are hunting for data across different source sites, you can go straight to the numbers and start making meaningful analysis.

All content from all sources is normalized and standardized, making it easy to integrate into your own databases and models – so it's much easier to manage your own forecasts, for example.

VISUALIZE THE SUPPLY CHAIN
See physical assets clearly on the Interactive Map. Visualize key factors that affect the supply chain and impact prices, such as refinery outages, vessel movements and weather.

This is also the intuitive way to understand the local dynamics of a geographical area. View the area on the map and drill down to take a detailed view of local assets, such as mines, pipelines or storage.

RATIONAL, INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENTS OF FLOWS
Even in opaque markets you can now see what is flowing out of and into specific regions using our Trade Flows in Oil, LNG, Agriculture and Metals.

Flow assessments from our specialist analysts provide a rational and independent view of aggregated supply between regions – both historical and forecast – so you can take a more informed forward-looking view of supply, demand and price.

The results can be viewed on the Interactive Map, or you can search for specific flows by destination or point of origin to see the numbers. These can quickly and easily be downloaded into Microsoft Excel, so you have a constant supply of meaningful numbers that you can analyze or feed into your models.
MORE ENERGY INSIGHTS
Whatever the region, whatever your focus, you can quickly understand the key market drivers using Energy Research & Forecasts on Eikon, including Point Carbon analysis. Insights and assessments cover the oil, power, gas, LNG and carbon markets. Quickly discover everything that is relevant for each region, from fundamentals to climate policy and economic development.
Dive deep into a country or region to discover the drivers of supply and demand with apps like or award-winning Power Brazil, with its accurate predictions of water availability in a hydro-driven market.
Use apps such as Power Curve to gain an edge. This forecasts fair values for power contracts in real time, taking into account weather, supply and demand changes, and capacity.
View oil and LNG flows to take a more up-to-date view of import and export volumes. We use data from shipping, ports, refineries and other sources to make intelligent assessments of flows far in advance of the figures provided by governments and official bodies.

MORE AGRICULTURE INSIGHTS
Forward-looking crop reports from Lanworth analysts at Thomson Reuters enable you to take profitable positions ahead of price-changing announcements by government agencies and other bodies.
See yield forecasts and supporting information on corn, soybean, wheat and palm oil.
Track major agriculture flows from the US to global discharge points, and gauge the effect on pricing in the US and around the world.
Understand current growing conditions, even in previously opaque regions, such as China, Russia and Kazakhstan. Use the Weather Dashboard to view growing conditions for the season, in terms of temperature, precipitation and soil moisture. See instantly where conditions have changed and make direct comparisons against previous seasons.

MORE METALS INSIGHTS
The GFMS team provides independent analysis and research into the metals markets.
Daily commentaries from our experts put the spotlight on key trends and developments in base and precious metals.
GFMS Mine Economics: Gold provides detailed forward-looking and historical insight into the underlying drivers of gold-mine economics. This gives you direct, flexible ways of comparing prime investment opportunities.
GFMS Mine Economics: Copper provides analytical insight plus in-depth company information on global copper costs by company and by copper mine asset. It currently covers more than 26 copper producing companies controlling 87 copper assets and updated on a quarterly basis.
GFMS outlooks and forecast cover all key traded metals over a wide range of forward periods, plus historical analysis. So buy- and sell-side analysts have deep insight into future supply and demand and the drivers of pricing. The GFMS research and forecast is exclusive to Eikon.

CONNECT INSTANTLY WITH THE PEOPLE WHO MATTER TO YOU
Connect to more than 210,000 financial professionals around the globe using Eikon Messenger (more than 400,000 professionals via the Federated Messaging Community). Participate in active, relevant discussions and raise your profile among the people that matter to you.
Join our Global and Regional Commodities Forums to discuss key trends and market issues. Specialist forums cover base and precious metals, agriculture, and all major energy markets.